
Poseidon Se7en Q & A 
 
 
Q: Is the Se7en a brand new model of rebreather? 
A: Yes, it is based on MKVI and the Poseidon Tech concept 
technology. 
 
Q: Does it replace the earlier announced Poseidon Tech concept 
machine? 
A: Yes 
 
Q: When will the Se7en be available for purchase? 
A: Order now. Shipping begins in December on a first order - first 
shipped basis. 
 
Q: What is the price of the Se7en? 
A: price depends on configuration and location. Please contact 
your local distributor or dealer for a price. 
 
Q: Is there an upgrade path for MKVI users? 
A: Not at the moment. We will make sure to come back to all our 
loyal Poseidon customers on this topic on Friday November 15, 
2013 
 
Q: Does the SE7EN use the same oxygen calibration and validation 
system as the MKVI? 
A: Yes. SE7EN uses the patented system from the MKVI. 
 
Q: Is the Scrubber canister the same? 
A: Yes 
 
Q: Is size of e-module the same as MKVI’s? 
A: Yes 
 
Q: Will the DEEP battery work with a MKVI? 
A: Not at the moment 
 
Q: Will the MKVI be discontinued? 
A: Eventually yes 
 
Q: Is there an option to add an third cell holder connected to a 
stand alone computer to my SE7EN and MKVI? 
A: Yes. By buying the third cell holder from Poseidon you will be 
able to attach it onto your loop and place any oxygen sensor 
connected to a stand alone computer to your liking." 
 
Q: Can I upgrade my current mouthpiece to the Se7en mouthpiece? 
A: There is an upgrade kit available that enables your MKVI service 
technician to upgrade the mouthpiece 
 
Q: Can I upgrade my MKVI E-module so it works with Bluetooth? 
A: No 
 
  



Q: Will I still be allowed to certify divers on the Se7en, when my 
instructor certificate says “MKVI”? 
A: Yes, The Human Machine Interface has intentionally been 
modified very little to let all current courses, course material and 
certifications be valid for the Se7en. 
 
Q: Can I dive a Se7en when I am certified on a MKVI? 
A: Yes, The Human Machine Interface has intentionally been 
modified very little to let all MKVI training be valid for the Se7en. 
 
Q: How has the breathing resistance been improved to meet the 
100m CE approval requirements? 
A: Bigger lungs, new fabric in lungs and changed gas 
recommendation. 
 
Q: Will the Bluetooth work with mobile devices to do configuration 
changes on the fly? 
A: Currently there is no application for the various devices on the 
market. 
 
Q: Can I use my current MKVI battery in a SE7EN? 
A: Yes. Prior to the swap you have to change the firmware in your 
battery so it will be able to function with the SE7EN. Downgrading 
is not possible. Please note; upgrading will wipe out all stored 
data including dive logs stored in the battery. 


